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About This Game

You find yourself lost in a mine, the only objective is to find a way out. But something lurks in the shadows, following. Hunting
you. Good luck.

It's simply a game of cat and mouse. You can run and hide, but your ultimate goal is to find the key and escape the mine. While
avoiding the monsters.

This project was a final for a game design program at a school, we are pushing it for feedback.
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Nice to see another classic on Steam! The game seems to have aged pretty well in term of playablity, though the graphics are
what you'd expect from a game thats over 5 years old now. Like other players I'm having some issue with lag- it seems a pitty
that the developer has seen fit to re-release the game, but not optimise it for modern machines.

Luckily, for me the lag issue hasn't made the game completely unplayable, and I'm happy enough to revisit a game I used to
spend far too many hours on.. Guys, Polish the controls. Animation does not keep up with the speed of the player does not look
beautiful. In General, the game good.. It's like Call of Duty but with sperm.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. 3SwitcheD is a game is a puzzle game at heart but is it a
puzzle game you would want to play ? This game is bassicly Bejeweled with some really lame 3D Effects. The game is of course
almost an exact copy of Bejeweled or as many of these match 3 games. It has 6 diffrent game modes which all feel sort of the
same just one of them feel diffrent then the rest. The soundtrack is pretty bad its just a few sounds that replay until it gives you
a head ache. Overall this game is pretty lame for the price is going dont buy it. Go buy Bejeweled instead or another match three
game just skip this one i give 3SwitchedD 4/10. Pack 2 is still not working! It was supposed to be out already! where is it?. The
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing door kick.. I'm an artist but I've never gotten the opportunity to create with spray paint. Up until
today, the most I've used spraypaint for was painting the PSU cover on my pc.

The cans feel so realistic. The texture is spot on, and the paint even drips! You can shake the can too. Here's my first half-*ssed
attempt at creating something. I found this really fun.

http://i.imgur.com/OaUe8vf.jpg. Do not buy anything that this company produces. What a hot steaming bag of garbage this
game is, holy smokes! I honestly think I could make a better hockey game using a spreadsheet... It glitches, it crashes, and there
are features of the game that do not function at all. Literally the worst game play experience of my life, and all I play are
"boring" strategy games. The kicker is Steam wont refund my money either because it took me 4 hours to sift through all the
crashes and glitches before I realized that there was nothing left but a giant turd of a video game. Save your money, and DO
NOT BUY GAMES ON STEAM if you expect some level of buyer protection. Awful experience, I will see you all over at 
GOG.com
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The simple fact that Krome never abandoned Blade Kitten and went all the way to make this one happen desereves a purchase.

. The games got bugs and they are pretty easy to come across. One, possibly two, I have are permanent and effect my games
save file. Game might be fine at a cheaper price and if they fix the issues. Awesome Game! It's difficult, but not impossible and
you know that, and that's what makes you keep going. Drum n Bass is also one of my favourite genres so that helps a lot. If you
like Audiosurf and Drum n Bass you'll like this even more!. Not a bad little poker game for those who are learning or want to
play casually against AI opponents.. deceptively simple looking, you owe it to yourself to give it a try - the feel to the
platforming is fantastic. My playtime is short, yes, and I am going to keep the game regardless of my time with it thus far in
hopes it improves. The devs' hearts are in the right place, but it seems like the development time since 2015 has been a wasted
effort.

-The land is large enough, yes, but the problem occurs when you have to travel needlessly far for a fetch quest, just to run that
whole distance back.
-Combat is clunky. The swings seem wide and awkward while the dodging is dodgy at best. Sometimes it works, sometimes it
doesn't. No matter at what point in time I dodge, it seems I'm being hit regardless. You can find a shield early on in the game,
but you can't use it without a skill, yet you can use swords easily enough without a skill. Same with a bow; you must find a
hunter and pay to learn how to use a bow, which any moron can learn on their own.
-Armor and weapon choices are very limited.
-Building menu is unintuitive.
-No keybindings yet.
-Glitch where your created solo worlds don't show up on the menu even though they [are] there.
-Terrain generation issues where you'll fall in a pit and cannot get out of it without doing /spawn, which will take you back to the
room you first start the game in. If you need to go to town then it's useful, albeit a cheap method of travel, but if you're nowhere
near town and your destination is farther away yet then it's very detrimental to traveling. Thankfully, however, you keep all of
your items.
-Crafting for iron items will say you need [Iron] but what is actually used are [Iron Nuggets], which can be confusing to people
finding a way to smelt nuggets into ingots thinking that's what you need to do.
-Want to saw your own planks? Nope. Pay someone else to do it for you, whether it's someone in a pre-existing town or one you
created. You are incapable of it yourself.
-It seems the world is almost devoid of life, minus from marked locations. I barely had any resistance going from point A to
point B from local wildlife. Took me a good bit going [out of my way] to find wolves for meat.
-Skills system seems borked. If you learn your own character skills, it's limited to percentage increases on certain things or a full
value increase of something in some way. It's not bad, but it's shallow. Only 2 character skills I saw gave you an actual ability to
do something, which leaves me sorely wanting.
-Dungeons are.. meh. Seriously meh. The first "dungeon" you find is a mine that you're directed to if you speak to everyone in
the Old City and it's not even one minute long with a quested boss fight at the end. The only flipside? It seems nuggets don't take
long at all to respawn, which could make it to where you don't have to travel far for any kind of crafting, which most will
consider a bad thing, myself included.

The game isn't inherently bad, it's just badly designed and it seems like the 4 years they've taken into building this game up have
been.. wasted. There are some good things but it doesn't seem like the few good points really outweigh or justify playing against
the bad. I'm going to keep playing regardless since I've already bought it and I have a lot to physically explore, but I'm hoping to
find things that change my tune about the game. If you're interested in The Warhorn, I'd give it a hard pass until actually
meaningful things are done to it, mostly the clunky combat.

Edit - This is the only game in my entire library that has actually caused my PC to shut completely down. Three times, in fact.
Yeah, I'd give The Warhorn an obscenely wide berth.. One of the cutest games I have ever come across. The quests are
enjoyable and it easily kills time. Plus the entire community just seems super friendly towards new members. However, there is
a little mishap regarding the quest board, which crashes my game sometimes. If they fix that, everything would be awesome
possum c:. https://youtu.be/Y3OSMVwzkmw

The random enemy spawns and limited AI makes this Shoot-em-up more of shooting gallery. The limited scope offered quickly
exhausts any drive to play this game.. ''Art is an expression of who we are, what we believe and what we dream about'' - Julianne
Moore
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Don't go into this expecting a 'game' or you will be very disappointed instead see Brain 43\u2103 for what it is: artistic expression

What first attracted me to Brain 43\u2103 was the black & white artwork which achieved what every artist aims for: it
evoked a curiousity to discover more of what this project offers.

After journeying through the 20+minute showcase I immediately saw that the Developer had taken a variety of techniques to
get across a message, using Formalist Art, of moral improvement.

In Brain 43\u2103, you as the Player are invited to consider the two mediums of art & poetry in a philosophical way.
The developer also makes use of allegory with one example that I found very original & effective being a scene where you
see artwork of a girl wearing a raincoat & holding an umbrella yet it only rains under that umbrella. It says something along
the lines of: why does she hold the umbrella & she replies because I have a raincoat.
That is a beautiful way of stating 'perception' since the girl's mentality is: she cannot see a way beyond the rain so she
accepts it & lives with it - a perfect allegory of a state of mind or mental state.

A final example being a girl who sits by a Lotus flower waiting for it to blossom who is asked why she waits? This isn't
immediately clear until we see the outcome for the girl.
Now this could be interpreted as meaning 'patience offers reward' or a direct allegory of having the desire to perservere.

This is the journey you can expect from Brain 43\u2103 and it is clever in its design because no one person can really
interpret the same way.

If you are interested in art & philosophy this project can offer you a short experience to revel in that. It offers reflection in
many ways, I say this because I think many things can make you reflect not only through philosophy but also in a song's
lyrics & sound, artwork in its colour and subject or a good novel\/movie\/drama.

Usually I would recommend Brain 43\u2103 for its originality and its messages but I think until it is improved upon with the
following suggestions I can't recommend it just yet.

Suggestions to improve are: I feel it is held back by what a 'Gamer' expects and the main thing that stands out is the price
which I personally feel is too high for what this artistic endeavour offers. There are others on Steam similar to this for a
fraction of the price so this will deter many from taking a chance on this project.

The lesser issues that will be spotted by 'Gamers' is the unusual choice to have the 'player' have to delete the save-data from
their directory folder to replay it which involves 'effort' and let's be honest the least 'effort' needed for the 'player' the more
likely it will be enjoyed.

Finally, there are some minor misspellings BUT considering this was designed & written with English as a second language I
feel it can be too easy to critique this. Others may argue that there are plenty of translation tools but it's much easier to be a
critic than to offer assistance. Personally I think the misspellings don't leave the intended message 'lost in translation'.

I did wonder if it were worth adding music to the sound effects but I can see why music wasn't used as this Project's
approach relies on evoking a reaction and music is one of the top ways of getting this. Why else is music loved by everyone?
So in using music excessively it can detract from evoking the intended messages.

This famous quote should be considered because I do admire the effort in this art project & I hope it does get updated
especially in its price.

''What would life be if we had no courage to attempt anything?'' - Vincent van Gogh

~~~Liked what you see? You can find more at Have a word ~~~. Needed a coop game to play with my little girl, this is the
right one. You can help the other player a lot if she struggles with the level. Really a nice game, recommended for parents with
their sweet ones.
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